
으브gI1(⊃ stic Radiology: Pat!ent Dosim∝ ry Equipment

D 工AMENTOR� D工AMENTOR�
Built— in Solutions Chambers
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Feahlres

嫌 Dif’ E←rent built— in DIAMENTOR systeⅡ 1s and doseme—

ters are avaⅡ able

險 Multinlnctional and dual channel devices fbr single

plane and biplane X— ray units

膾 Systems with an internal RS232 interface for easy

connection to a RIS

膾 Internal test function for fast calibration and

constancy checks

V¸rious built— in DIAMENTOR systenls have been deve1—

oped in cooperation with we11 known manufacturers of

X— ray installatlons wolldwide●

Built— in solutions with one or two measuring channels,

a11-in-one chambers and electronic systems with or with—

out an internal RS232 interfⅱ ce are available●  For present—

ing the measured dose area product or dose results, the

display of the contro1 desk as well as secondary display

units can be used● An easy and uncomp11cated RIS
connection can be realized straightforward via the inter—

nal RS232 interface. Apart from that, fast ca11bration and

constancy checks can be perfbrnled by Ⅱleans of
a built— in test nλ nction● The optimally coordinated

DIAMENTOR bu끄 t—in solutions enable convenient and

fⅱst installations and comply n11ly with the requirements

0f IEC 60580●
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〉 DIAMENTOR Chambers ραℓe BB

▷ DIAMENTOR Accessories ραℓε B4
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Feahlres

銃 Very simple measurement of patient exposures

標 Do not interfere with routine wolk, as the chambers

are transp arent and mounted directly to the X— ray

collilnator

絃 The colnbined KDK chalnber Ineasures dose area

product and dose simultaneously

The 묘at, transparent and rectangular DIAMENTOR
chanlbers size B are suitable fbr Flrm n10unting on the

collimator of radiography and Πuoroscopy units using

appropriate adaptation rails●  Moreover nlany dif’ Ferent

ionization chambers are available. The chambers are sup—

plied with a FlrΠ 1ly attached connecting cable of l H1

length● Using an extension cable of Πlax. 40 Π1 length, the

chamber is connected to the DIAMENTOR display unit,

whlch usually is located in the contro1 room of the X— ray

installation● The chaⅡ 1bers show a very low F11ter absorp—

tion and beam hardening ef〉 E↔ct. The large chalnbers are

deslgned for a Inaxilnuln bealn size of 141 Inln x 141 Inln.
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T'A34028- 1 Standard ‘B’
 Chamber
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〉 DIAMENTOR M4-KDK ραℓe 79
▷ DIAMENTOR M4 ραℓe BO

▷ DIAMENTOR C2 ρα∬e BO
〉 DIAMENTOR E2 ραℓe BI
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